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mission, but money can’t buy it.  Power can’t compel1

it.  Technology can’t create it.  It can only come2

from human spirit."3

And so it makes a great deal of sense that4

those who minister to the spirit, those from the faith5

community, we turn to you to talk about racial6

reconciliation and the ability to get along as a7

nation.8

In Louisville we have already begun the9

discussion foreshadowing the national conversation10

that President Clinton hoped to engender with this
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believe our path to the future can appear if we take18



9

and to this conference.  This program today is a1

wonderful example of the way in which Spalding2

Univer
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America will soon be the most diverse1

nation in the world.  Will those differences divide us2

or will they be our greatest strength?  The answer3

depends upon what we are willing to do together.  We4

must confront our differences in honest dialogue, but5

we must also talk about the common dreams and the6

values that we share.  We must fight discrimination in7

our communities and in our hearts and we must close8

the opportunity gaps that divide too many Americans in9

real life.  10

That is why I launched this National11

Initiative on Race and I’m very glad you’re joining.12

Your views, your ideas, they’re very important.  I ask13

you to share them with Doctor Franklin and the members14

and the members of my Advisory Board.  They’re helping15

me reach out to communities like yours all across our16

nation.  I look forward to hearing from them about the17

results of your conversation. 18

Please go back to your neighborhoods, your19

schools, your work places, your placesringlshipce ahe
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grassroots.  We’ve talked with everyone, we’ve heard1

from everyone, and we’re just glad to be in Louisville2

today and we really appreciate the hospitality  in3

your receiving us.  And please receive that from me.4
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And I want to begin this by casting our minds back to1
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Our "we" includes Hindu and Jains and1

Sikhs and surgeons and political advisors from South2

Asia.  It includes Native American legislators and3

activists.  It includes Christians now of all races4

and denominations:  Hispanic Pentecostalist, the black5

Baptists and Vietnamese Catholics and Korean6

Presbyterians.  It includes Jews from Black Coat7

Labrators --  to Reform women rabbis.  It includes8
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basking in the majority Christians of our various1

denomina8ns but, large and small,of oureligarious
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I would suggest this.  Go to your zoning board where1

Vietnamese Buddhists, for example, in southern2

California struggle to get clearance to build a3

temple, where Muslims in Fairfax County, Virginia4

struggle against stereotype to get clearance to open5

a school.  6
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family, sometimes things can become interesting.  But1

we have learned what is most important amongst all2

religions is that we were created by one God, by the3
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instances.  When we bombed Libya, the newspaper ran a1

title in Denver, Colorado that said, We hit Libya, not2

Ana" which sounds like a child.  That very same day3

when I was sitting in the Islamic Center, people drove4

by the nursery and shot holes in the mosque, blew out5
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our path, which is Islam, and Islam is a choice, it’s1

not a birthright.  It’s  not a heredity.  It’s a2

choice that we have made.  3

We choose also to remain as Americans.  We4

love this country.  We consider ourselves to be very5

valuable assets to this country and will continue to6

struggle to try and have other people come to know us7

so that you will see that we have nothing but peace in8

our hearts and nothing to offer you but that which you9

need. Salaam.10

DOCTOR ECK:  Thank you very much.11

(Applause)12

DOCTOR ECK:  Well, you would think from13

some of the things we’ve heard this morning that14
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been part of Kentuckian Interstate Community and there1

are several inter-faith groups now working in2
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with people when we use the word pluralism.  I have1

seen it, so I’ve stopped using it because people are2

frightened of it.  Do you have a third word?  Is there3

someone who can come up with a new way to say it4

because I understand diversity isn’t totally correct5

but pluralism is frightening and it’s the fear of not6

knowing.7

DOCTOR ECK:  I think there is some sense,8

and you can’t sort of go around saying, well, this is9

what pluralism is all the time.  Pluralism is not10

relativism.  Doesn’t mean you have to water down what11
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language that describes this in a way that enables1
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anything that is done by any Muslim anywhere in the1

world.  And, when people say that things are done in2

the name of Islam, or that -- sometimes it really3

tears me up because people have always claime25re in
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of Braille bulletins, large print, hearing devices,1

and ramps in churches, or synagogues, or other2

religious edifices.  So, I would simply say if we can3

keep that as part of this agenda today, it impacts a4

huge part of our population.5

MS. OCHI:  Thank you, Reverend Hopkins.6

(Whereupon, applause.)7
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to revisit that old vision.  Certainly we must learn1

to embrace individuality and freedom of choice as well2

as we must be responsible for those choices.3

So, we want to thank you and ask you,4

Samuel Proctor, My Moral Odyssey.5

Thank you.6

MS. OCHI:  Thank you very much.7

Two more.8

AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Good morning.  Giving9

honor to God.  Just glad that you panelists and10

President’s Initiative on Race, One America, is here.11

I don’t know whether you feel the pain that we feel in12

Louisville, Kentucky and the State of Kentucky.  It’s13
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Thank you so very, very much.1

DOCTOR COOK:  Won’t you join me in2

thanking Diana Eck and all of our panelists this3

morning.4
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document.  There’s one sheet on that document that can1

be filled out.  2

Anna, you have a sample that you could3

hold up for them?4
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Religion can be an instrument for social1

change and, indee, ine6.  One of the88 asons why Ial
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for Renewal has a very basic premise coming here.1

We’re not going to solve all the problems of the world2

but we’re going to say is it possible for us to take3

10,000 ethnic people who are economically oppressed,4

who are basically unemployed, who are about to be5

pushed off of the welfare rolls, and are we willing to6

get churches across this country to adopt those7

families and to give them hope and to give them8

suste3sicah1gp to giicawillin us of irthlacs in of ive them8
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you on the day of judgment."  1

If they don’t know what to say when people2

ask them serious questions, the Bible says don’t3

worry.  The Spirit will put the words in your mouth.4

I’ve had young people say to me, "You know, you’re5

right."  People ask me a complex question and I didn’t6

know what to say and halfway through a stumbling7

answer I thought to myself, "This is brilliant.  I8

think I’ll write this down."  The church has got to9

mobilize its young people to go out and meet people in10

the neighborhoods, pray with them, listen to them.11

Let them lay a trip on them.  12
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is said how can you love a God that you cannot see if1

you do not love a neighbor that you can see?  I don’t2

want to be nasty but in my Christian position I always3

say to young people, "If you’re a racist, you don’t4
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people find their God coming to them through white1
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insightful, deep.  Deep.  It was deep.1

We are prepared to have lunch.  Just2

before we leave I wanted to share with you some3

instructions.  I thank all of our presenters this4

morning.  They have all been rich and all have5

triggered us toward a new level and a deeper6

understanding.  7

If you lost a set of keys with a Lincoln8

key chain -- you’ll take the Lincoln.  You want the9

Lincoln.  The owner of the keys that has the Lincoln10

medallion, if you can identify it, it will be at the11

registration table.  If you’ll meet my brother here,12

he will see you afterwards.  Thank you.13

Just in terms of our interest activity,14

one thing, I know that it was the high Jewish holiday15

and for some of our Jewish brothers and sisters could16

not be here.  We thank you for sharing that with us17
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unjustly interned during World War II, Ms. Ochi has a1

deep commitment to equal justice which stems from her2

own family’s experience with racial discrimination.3

She comes as one with experience and she comes as one4

to moderate this afternoon’s panel.5

Won’t you join me in welcoming Rose M.6

Ochi.



115following me.  And then he circled around me.  And1then he stood in my path.  And then he stuck his2finger in my face.  And then he said, Connie Chung.3
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decided that they wanted to do something.  There were1

women in the city of Covington and women in northern2

Kentucky who had never really talked to each other.3

And they found, what, a common bond in their religion.4

And Church Women United has ended up being a great5

catalyst.  They’re currently putting together6
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organization or institution.1

Also, when a white person talks about a2

systemic and institutional racism, it is more3

believable because, four, understanding white skin4

privilege is central to the analysis of racism that5

needs to be done.  Understanding the historical and6

practical applications of white skin privilege is part7

of the analysis that is required to practically, and8

tactically, address racism. 9

And then, five, the important10
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inaccurate and incomplete analysis.1

And then, of course, point seven is the2

one that runs through our entire program.  That it is3

an analysis that we are doing.  We are doing an4

analysis of institutions and systems specifically5

Women of the ELCA is doing an analysis of ourselves.6
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across religion, moving from a faith based effort1

cross religion, how can we come together on some2

common values, quality,0a7eslueand justice?omeAnyone.132
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1 3 5

2 3 5

3 3 54 3 5 o w e n  i f  t h o s e  w h o  s t a t e d  t h e s e  w o r d s  i n  t h e  b e g i n n i n g 3 55 3 5

6 3 5

n o w  p r e s e n t ,  w e  c a n  s t i l l  p u l l  o u t  f r o m  t h e m  t h e 3 57 3 58 3 5

9 3 5 p u l l  o u t  t h e  p r o m i s i n g  p r a c t i c e s  a n d  s e e  w h e r e  c a n  w e 3 51 0 3 51 1 3 5
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practices.  And hopefully come up with some1

suggestions and some solutions that we can take back2

to the Initiative and to Washington.3

Each group will have a leader and each of4

you have the name tag with a number on your badge.  As5

we leave this room and prepare to leave this room,6
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most patient and we thank you.  If you’ll just exit to1

my right, youo0Stou.The staff is88 adyit we 4(receiveto)]TJ
-3.5644 0 TD
0 Tc
0 Tw2(1)Tj
3.5644 -2.3762 TD(k you.40)Tj
-3.5644 0 TD(340)Tj17 093144 -2.3762 TD(T(thank y so much.40)Tj17 093144 0 TD(440)Tj17 093144 -2.3762 TD
-00026 Tc[((Whereupon,we )1off the record for the b8 akto)]TJ17 093144 0 TD
0 Tc5(1)Tj
3.5644 -2.3762 TD(out sessions.)40)Tj
-3.5644 0 TD(640)Tj17 093144 -2.3762 TD
-00026 Tc[(MR.we )1WENGER:  Let us begin  youconcludingto

session.40840
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Washington, D.C. and for doing a terrific job of1

moderating a panel which she didn’t expect to2

moderate.  The panelists; Reverend Suzan Johnson Cook,3

a member of the President’s Advisory Board on Race;4

Rose Ochi, the Director of the Community Relations5

Service for the Department of Justice; staff of the6

President’s Initiative on Race, Danielle Glosser,7

Karen Burchard, Lydia Sermons, and Anna Lopez; and8

White House staff member in the Office of Public9

Liaison, Debbie Mohill.  And most of all, the10

facilitators and you, the participants in this forum.11

I’m reminded of a -- one of my favorite12
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mother-in-law’s best friend.  And at one point my1

mother-in-law’s best friend turned to my wife and2

said, you know, she is just adorable.  She is as cute3

as can be.  Does she have any brothers or sisters?4

And my wife said, yes, she’s got a three year old5
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